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UML 2 and the Unified Process: Practical Object-Oriented Analysis and Design (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2005

	"This book manages to convey the practical use of UML 2 in clear and understandable terms with many examples and guidelines. Even for people not working with the Unified Process, the book is still of great use.  UML 2 and the Unified Process, Second Edition  is a must-read for every UML 2 beginner and a helpful guide and...
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Mathematical Statistics for Economics and BusinessSpringer, 2013

	Mathematical Statistics for Economics and Business, Second Edition, provides a comprehensive introduction to the principles of mathematical statistics which underpin statistical analyses in the fields of economics, business, and econometrics.  The selection of topics in this textbook is designed to provide students with a...
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Micromessaging: Why Great Leadership is Beyond WordsMcGraw-Hill, 2006

	Should you sweat the small stuff?


	Absolutely, says Stephen Young-especially when it comes to those critical behaviors that can make or break performance. The reason is simple: no matter what you think you're saying, your words, gestures, and tone of voice can actually communicate something entirely different.

...
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KnockoutJS Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Efficiently work with data, web templates, and custom HTML tags using KnockoutJS


	About This Book

	
		Simplify page logic with automated calculations and control the visibility of your CSS elements with the help of robust yet friendly templates
	
		Create your own custom HTML tags that provide...
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Woodwork: A Step-by-step Photographic GuideDK Adult, 2010

	This is a step-by-step photographic guide. Whether you want to build your own bed or put a bookshelf together, find out how to tackle your chosen woodwork task with confidence, using this step-by-step guide. Learn how to master the key woodwork techniques, from simple skills to intricate carving, following clear instructions and photographs....
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Computer Science with MATHEMATICA ®: Theory and Practice for Science, Mathematics, and EngineeringCambridge University Press, 2000

	Computer algebra systems have revolutionized the use of computers within mathematics research, and are currently extending that revolution to the undergraduate mathematics curriculum. But the power of such systems goes beyond simple algebraic or numerical manipulation. In this practical resource Roman Maeder shows how computer-aided...
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Tkinter GUI Application Development BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master GUI programming in Tkinter as you design, implement, and deliver ten real-world applications from start to finish


	About This Book

	
		Conceptualize and build state-of-art GUI applications with Tkinter
	
		Tackle the complexity of just about any size GUI application with a structured and...
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C++ Programming for the Absolute Beginner (For the Absolute Beginner)Course Technology PTR, 2002
No experience required to Learn C++ Programming

If you are new to programming with C++ and are looking for a solid  introduction, this is the reference for you. Developed by computer science  professors, books in the for the Absolute Beginner series teach the  principles of programming though simple game creating. You will...
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How to Use Adobe Photoshop CS2Sams Publishing, 2005
Have you ever looked at your color pictures and wished you could make them black and white? Or maybe you've dreamed about taking that photo of your brother, cutting the head off and placing it on the body of a grizzly bear. The tool that you need is Adobe Photoshop and the book you need to learn all about it is ...
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Maya 8 Character Modeling (Wordware Applications Library)Wordware Publishing, 2006
This Maya modeling book is unique in its approach to modeling a high-resolution character model. Where other books take a grueling approach that often leaves readers confused, Maya 8 Character Modeling breaks down the character into an easy-to-follow formula. Readers learn that modeling a character can be accomplished without the fear of being in...
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Microsoft .NET for Visual FoxPro DevelopersHentzenwerke Publishing, 2002
I asked myself this question when early releases of .NET first arrived on the scene. Visual FoxPro allowed me to do pretty much anything I wanted, from building single-tier applications with a VFP back end, all the way to building distributed Internet applications accessing clientserver data.

Then, I started to dive into the .NET...
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ITIL Version 3 at a Glance: Information Quick ReferenceSpringer, 2008
ITIL® Version 3 At a Glance takes a graphical approach to consolidating the information of ITIL® version 3. ITIL® is an internationally-recognized set of best practices for providing IT service management. IT organizations worldwide are implementing ITIL® as a vehicle for improving IT service quality and improve...
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